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April is National Stress
Awareness Month. See
page 68 to find out
how to cope with the
extra stress during
finals week.
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Students appoint SGA officers
Jason Morrow

it was a lot of work," Mantooth said. "All three
of the candidates put in a lot of work. They
were both really great guys; we had a good
In the midst of an anxious crowd, candidates
campaign. All the Murray State students that
for next year's Student Government Associavoted, a big thank you to everybody for showtion executive positions nervously awaited the
ing that they care about SGA."
election results Wednesday in front of the CurEric King, who 'will be. stepping down from
ris Center.
his role as president, extended his congratulaThe e lected positions to the winning candidates.
tions were read one by ·
"Through changing a lot of rules and regulaone starting with repretions we were able to get a larger voter turnout,
sentatives of agriculture
which is better for the students," King said.
and finally making it to
"I'm glad there wasn't as many obstacles for
candidates to face in running the. campaign and
the positions of vice
president and president.
' that we offered a clean, fair and equal campaign
Check out thenews.oro
Mantooth,
Kara
here at Murray State."
for a video on the elec· junior from Owensboro.
Wes Hunt, junior from Marion, Ky., and
tion results and an
Ky., won the SGA presichairman of the Election Ways and Means
Interview with new SGA dential election with 865
Committee, said the election ran well due in
President Kara
votes. Jonathan Burdon,
part to the new election rules established this
sophomore from Marisemester.
Mantooth.
on, Ky., fell short \vith
"Compared to last year, things ran just expo648, and Aaron Butler, senior from Owensboro,
nentially smoother," Hunt said. "Last year we
Ky., with 217.
left ourselves vulnerable to people taking
The crowd erupted into cheers when Manaction against people, whereas this year it
tooth was annourtced as SGA president, and
would be the SGA taking action against the
Mantooth reacted with tears.
candidates.''
"It's defmitely a big relief now that it's over,
Hunt said he entertained several campaign
Online Editor

Ca1llin Dunnagan!The News

Kara Mantooth. junior from Owensboro, Ky., celebrates with students in front of the Curris Center Wednesday
after belll9 named Student Government Association president
offense questions by other candidates and
investigated actions in question. He found
none of them contained much merit and
described the questionable actions as frivolous.
He said there were no formal violations by any
of the candidates in this year's elections.
Other winners include Derek Nance for vice

president, Kirby O'Donoghue for secretary and
Jonathan Raj for treasurer.
The w inning candidates will transition into
their new positions in the Senate meeting on at
5 p.m. on April 30.
jason Morrow can be reached at jason.morrow@murraystate.edu.

niversity re-eyalttates Dunll restructures
ollowing~arthquake ~~~?Eme~~ec.~y?licy
1

Editor in Chief

At 4:37 a.m., on AprU 18. Murray State wlh swd the qntamahle fury of a
slight tremor.
The 5.2 mapltude quake left campua mdldlnp udamapd for tbe most
A pollee reportftom AprU 18 said Old Lee Clark Coll9 had 1010e
structural~

University offtdals were glad to see DO major diJDap ~ 111111 Uled
earthquake as an opportunity to re-educate studeiits on eme&'fiDq
safety.
David Wilson, director of HousiJI& said while eartbquabs p01e •
of
the greatest preparedness challenges. tbe UDivenity's respcmie ....._
early morning quake gave a positive report of Murray State•sledrof
safety.
"'n my home, I bad a jar come off a shelf on a wall and bust, and ~;heard
it and it woW me up," Wilp said. "BUt other tMil that. I bow It woke
some students up. and other studeata probably had no idea lt efti bap-

"

,~u.::~~

University President Randy
Dunn has been busy rearranging some things lately after
announcing his plan to
restructure the Office of
I Enrollment Management,
encompassing school relations and traditional undergraduate admissions functions.
''We're decentralizing the
recruitment admission yield
work to a number of offices on
campus so that international
students will be recruited and
admitted through the Institute
for International Studies,
graduate students through
(the Provost Office), transfer
students through continuing
• education and then the school
relations and admissions units
are coming together in a new
office and enrollment management with a new director,''
Dunn said.
The initiative has John
Yates, dean for the Center of
Continuing Education, heading enrollment for transfer
students; Michael Basile,
director of the Institute for
International Studies, heading
enrollment for international
students; and Gary Brockway,
provost, heading enrollment
for graduate students. Alison
Marshall, coordinator for the
center of academic advising,
has been named interim executive director.
Dunn said some of the personnel changes would go into

The rearrangement is in
response to the Kentucky
Postsecondary Improvement
Act passed by the General
Assembly in 1997, which
states in order to raise the
standard of living for Kentuckians, the number of people with a bachelor's degree
must double by 2020.
To meet the goal Dunn created a new enrollment initiative, tentatively being called
12 by 12, which encourages the
University to get to 12,000
students by the fall of 2012.
"For us to meet that goal,
we have to increase enrollment here, otherwise we
won't be able to fulfill our target that the Commonwealth
has given to us for increasing
degrees produced," Dunn
said.
Murray State is behind
other Kentucky universities in
enrollment. Since 2000 the
annual number of degrees
increased by 62 percent
throughout the Commonwealth, whilt• Murray State
has only seen an increase of
about 7 percent since 200L ln
2006 enrollment efforts
resultt.>d in only 30 more students than in 2005,
Dunn s aid officials have
determined the University has
a capacity for about ll,750 to
ll,880 students before having
to make any drastic renovations or new hires, as long as
majors are fairly well spread

see ENnUMOO. 3A

Foo.d Services implements new environmentally beneficial programs
Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor
In an effort to leave a smaller footprint on the environment, Food Services will be ·
ditching styrofoam cups for
reusable mugs, Richard Jo'ritz,
director of Food Services,
said.
"We go through 8,128
pounds of styrofoam each
year," Fritz said. "On top of
that, we use 1,216 cases of styrofoam products a year, and
it's defmitely not biodegradable. The mugs are just more
responsible."
The mugs will have the
University emblem and be
distributed to students if they

buy a discount punch card
from Food Services, he said.
This card will allow students to purchase soft drinks
and coffee from the
Thoroughbred
Room, Sugar

Winslow Dinino
handed out reusable
plastic muqs inplace
of its typical styrofoam
containers this week.

Cube and Waterfield Library
for approximately 40 percent
off face value. They can also
be used in Winslow for dinein and to-go meals.
"Students can get a
mug with every card
they buy," Fritz said.
"But they can use any
reusable mug with
their punch card,
whether it be
from

Hannah Dingess/Till.' N•••v;.

Texaco or (Bad) Bob's Barbecue."
Food Services and Murray
Environmental Student Society are implementing numerous other programs to be
more earth friendly, Fritz
said.
This includes a compost
program, which will collect
vegetable and fruit trimmings
from Winslow and the Troom, and coffee grounds
from the Thoroughbrcwed
cafes, he said.
"The compost will go to
Pullen Farm," he said. "Later
this spring we will use that
compost a~ fertilizer in our
garden project. The her bs
from that project will be used

in some of our cooking
processes, so it really comes
full circle."
Another facet is the purchase of all biodegradable disposable products, he said.
"All of the cups for the
green mountain coffee are
biodegradable, as are the coffee cups in our caf~s; you can
see we've already started the
process," Fritz said. "By fall,
every disposable item that we
distribute will be biodegradable. We really want to
encourage people to be more
aware about what they're
using and why they're using
it."
Stephanie Galla, junior
from Glen Ellen, Ill., was the

Student Recycling Coordinator last year when many of
these plans were developed.
"We~ve tried to make recycling resources more available around campus," she
said. "Mr. Fritz is a really progressive thinker and he genuinely cares about this."
Some changes are already
apparent, she said.
"Last year you would see
Styrofoam on every tray in
Winslow, nnd now it's all
plastic tumblers," Galla said.
"He had the mug idea last
year, and that saves a lot on
resources."
Mia Walters can be reached
at mia. walters@murraystate.
edu.
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campus briefly

Police Beat _ _ _ _ _....___

This Week

Aprill7

Today

Sunday

•5:30 p.m. Multicultural Night; Curris
Center Theater Large Ballroom; food
tasting and talent show; ends at 9 p.m., $7
students, $12 nonstudents
•1 p.m. "Undefeated;" Ordway Lobby;
Murray Dance Company spring show. $3
with student ID, $5 general admission
•S p.m. Cornhole Tournament; Hart College Lawn, $10 per two-person team
•8 p.m. Choral Concert; Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center Performing Arts Hall. free
•8 p.m. Murray State's Got Talent;
Wrather Museum, free

•1 p.m. Murray State Baseball vs. Morehead State; Reagan Field, free
•1 p.m. Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus; RSEC, $15 and $20
•2:30 p.m. Gen. Arthur T. Dean, Calloway
County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention Reception; Wrather Museum;
ends at 4:30 p.m.
•3:30 p.m. Senior Recital with P.ianist and
soprano Michelle Shahpari; Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center Performing Arts Hall,
free
.
•S p.m. Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus; RSEC, $15 and $20.
•6:30p.m. Senior Recital with trumpetist
Mark Woodring; Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Performing Arts Hall, free

Saturday

Monday
•Noon Campus Activities Board chair
applications due; Curris Center, Student
Government Association office, Room lll
•S p.m. Residential College Association
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
students may share issues; open ·to the
public

Tuesday
•4 p.m. Realities on Campus Organiza·
tiona! Meeting; Curris Center Theatre
•8 p.m. Electro Acoustic Recital Series
Concert; Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Performing Arts Hall, free
•8:30 p.m. Rock Out for the Red Cross; El
Mariachi Loco; Murray State Red Cross :
Gravc}·ard Pop and Arcadia Gatsby, $5

Wednesday
·1 p.m. MurrayState Baseball vs. Morehead State;
ReaganField, free
•1 p.m. Soccer Alumni Game; Cutchin
Field, free
•4 p.m. Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus; RSEC. $13
•1 p.m. Alpha Gamma Rho Tractor Pull;
Calloway County Fairgrounds
•7:30 p.m. Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Circus; RSEC, $15 and $20

If you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section, rill ()Uta form in
the Murray State News office at 111 WUson ltall, fax to 809-3175 or e-mail infor·
matioo to news@murrafstate.edu.
Pleaae tubmit eveats by Wednudays
at DOOD. we amnot ~-all 1tems
will \'le pUbli.shed. • •

tbe'news
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•ll a.m. Nontraditional Students Organi·
zation 22nd Annual Dog Day; Quad, free
hotdog's and drink served to faculty, students and staff
•3 p.m. Murray State Baseball vs. South·
em, lllinois; Reagan Field, free
•5 p.m. Student Government Senate meet·
ing; Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues; open to the public

Thursday
•1 p.m. Retirement Reception for Oliver
Muscio, professor of chemistry; Curris
Center Dance l.ounge, ends at 3 p.m.
•8 a.m. Senior Breakfast; Curris Center
Ballroom, ends at 9:30 a.m.

Coming Up
• May 3: MuleSafe, 1p.m.; Cherry Agricultural
Expo Center, free

L'OS p.m. A caller from Wells Hall
reported being stuck in an elevator for five minutes before getting
out on their own. Facilities Management was notified.
8:35 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a group of men
in the parlting lot playing ball and
leaning on the caller's vehicle.
The subjects were asked to move
away and complied.
9'.15 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Adrian V.
Toro, nonstudent from Murray,
in the Regents lot for not having
an operators or moped license,
failure to maintain insurance in
the first degree and for disregarding a stop sign.
1l:S3 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Keshauna S.
T roup, senior from Murray, on
Payne Street at Regents Drive for
disregarding a stop sign. Troup
was also given a verbal warning
for failure to wear a seatbelt.

Aprill8
L1U a.m. An officer reported a student in Hester College was intox~
icated and asked a third floor resident adviser to watch the stu·
dent.
6:53 a.m. Officers checked the
Residential College Circle for
earthquake damage. Old Clark
College appeared to have minor
structural damage. Facilities management was notified.
8:39 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported someone may
have been living under a stairwell, but an officer told the caller
it was a resident's p roperty.
Housing asked the resident to
move his or her belongings.
4:13 p.m. A caller reported a
motor vehicle accident without
injuries on Chestnut Street. Murray Police Department was noti·
fled.

Aprill9
9'.22 a.m. A resident adviser from
Richmond College reported no
hot water. Central Plant was notified.
2:S2 p.m. A caller reported three
goats were loose on College Farm
Road. The goats belonged to a
person who lives in the area.

April21
9'.38 p.m. .A caller from the Rl.!si·
dential College Circle reported
~ple north of Winslow throwing
water balloons at vehicles. The
p~le Wet'e gone on officer
arrival.
7:26p.m. A caller from Blackburn
Science Building reported a
strange smell coming from a
fourth-floor room. An officer contacted the department and said
the smell was coming from an
ongoing experiment.
8:52 p.m. The hospital notified
Murray State Police a life-line
helicopter would land' at Roy
Stewart Stadium at 9:20 p.m.

April20
3:39 a.m. The resident advisor of
Regents College said the right elevator was stuck on the eighth
floor. Central Plant was notified.
10:01 a.m. The residence director
at Richmond College reported no
hot water. Central Plant was notified.
7:34p.m. An officer at the Curris
Center reported the third floor
theater was broken into. The officer took a report for burglary in
the third degree.

April21
11:32 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Samuel Boyd, nonstudent from New Concord, Ky.. at
the Curris Center for outstanding
warrants from the Calloway
County Sherifrs Office.
8:57 p.m. A burglary alarm in
Winslow Dining Hall was activated by accident. The staff did not
know the alarm was set.
10:0S p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Elizabeth N.
Erwin. nonstudent from Murray,
on University Drive for having
only one headlight and failure to
maintain insurance.

April22
9'.13 a.m. An officer reported a
motor vehicle accident with
minor injuries at 16th and Main
streets. Emergency Medical Services and Murray Police Department were notified.

PIN System To Be Used For Fall Sign-up
FAQ's
Starting April 8, through July 16,
2008 all students will register for
thei r fall 2008 meal plans on the
PIN system. After completing
class registration simply go the
PIN system site and log on. Once
there select OPTION 11:
1. Se lect Parking Permit
2. Select Shield
3. Select Meal Plans
Follow instructions for
Selecting your meal plan
based upon your academic
status.

1. How do I find out about Fall 2008

Proposed Meal Plans?
6o to the Food Service
WEBSITE at: www .murraystate.edu/
foodservices
2. What wi II the new meal plans
cost for fall 2008?
The 2008-09 Meal Plan rates
have not yet been approved by the
Board of Regents. It is our intention
to post the rates as soon as we have
confirmation that they have been approved.
3. Why are the meal plans changing this
year?

Meal Plans
Shield
Parking

The meal plans are changing this
year to add flexibility to plan use for
meal plan customers .
4. What meal plan do I have to pur
chase?

Don't Forget to Sign-up

Freshman and sophomores living in the
Residential Colleges are required to
purchase a minimum of the 125/250
Block Plan or the 180 Plan

1 p.m. A person in Regents College reported being stuck on an
elevator on the eighth floor. Facilities Management was notified of
continual malfunction.
3:16 p.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium reported a man
screaming and hitting signs in the
area. An officer located the man
and took a report.
10:31 p.m. A resident adviser from
Regents College reported a smoking urn in the front of the college
was on fire. TheRA had put it out
with a fire extinguisher. The State
Fire Marshall and the Murray Fire
Department were notified. An
officer took a report.

April23
3:14 p.m. A caller from Olive
Boulevard reported a vehicle
with a smashed window. Murray
Police Department and the
grounds crew were notified.
S:37 p.m. A caller from west of the
Well ness Center reported a man
in a tree acting strange. The man
was gone on officer arrival.
10'.33 p.m. A fire alarm in White
College was activated by smoke
in the seventh floor kitchen. The
area was ventilated by the Murray Fire Department. Central
Plant and State Fire Marshall
were notified. An officer took a
report.
ll:S8 p.m. Central Plant advised
an officer that a cell phone was
thrown through the glass of a
storm door in College Courts. An
officer took a report for criminal
mischief in the third degree.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 1
Arrests ·1

Mia Walters compiles Police Beat
with material$- l'ublk. S4fety provides. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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EARTHQUAKE
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ENROLLMENT

From Pagel

From Page I

copies of the emergency proceJures
flip chart.
"One of tlw influences in drafting the
flipchart was just common sense," Steen
said. ~we started putting that together in
:2000 after Y2K, but updated it recently.
It is not conclusive, but it doe~ gh·e you
some good information of what to do
during a quukt•, and what hazards to look
for immedi:ltcly after a quake."
Along with general knowledge of proper safety procedures following an earthquake, Steen said individuals living on
and off campus should arrange preparedness pl:tns and invest in basic safety provisions anJ equipment.
Steen said several agencies have nt'l'n
encouraging pt•oplc to create a home disaster plan, as well as coming up with safe
places to go in the event an earthquake

strikes whl'n away from home. He said
his own family has a plan.
While thl• threat of earthquakes seems
remote in an area like Murray, Stt•en said
the things included in a personal preparedness kit can aid in a variety of emergencies.
"You could t"luy two gallons of water
for about $1.80 at Wal-Marr and keep
(them) under the sink, but getting people
to do that is difficult," Steen said. "All
you need is a little bit of food, some
snacks and things like a flashlight and a
portable radio so you can hear what l.c;
going on afll:r the quake. But those arc
things that most people don't do. It is one
of those things that people don't get
into."
Clayton Vertress can be reached at

james.vertress(l!lmurraystate.edu.

out ncross all areas. The University currently has more than 10,000
students enrolled.
"That seemed to be a go{Jd goal
to shoot for, it giws us ~!bout four
years .to get to it, hence the 2012,"
Dunn said. "The 12,000 students
is :1bout what we need to have
cumin~ in the pipeline to get to
the number of completers to meet
the CPE goals."
Dunn said he plans to further
the initiative with help from current Murray State employees.
"Basically we're trying to do
this by rearranging the personnel
we already have," Dunn said.
"The only new hire we anticipate
potentially would be in the international area. Right now we're

looking to do everything with
present staff, just deploying them
in different ways."
Alison .Marshall said she is
excited about the new initiative.
"We're hoping we'll meet those
goals and we're certainly going to
try to meet those initiatives,"
Marshall said. "We're looking to
broaden out into new territory
:tnd sec what those areas have to
offer us in term of enrollment."
As the new Interim Executive
Director for the Office of Enrollment. Marshall said she plans to
focus on improving the University's customer service and accessibility. She said the new restructure would allow admissions to
pay close attention
particular

to

student populations.
We need to focus on incoming
freshman because those are the
students who have bl•en a dry
spot for enrollment in the past,
Marshall said.
The initiative also mentions the
University's cleC'tronic records
program MyGate, which will
allow students to conduct all of
their husiness in regards to
enrollment and billing on-line.
To read the complete proposal
visit Dunn's Web site at
murraystate.edu/president/index
and click on the directives link to
download the PDF.
Ashley Edwards can be reaclted
at ashleyb.edwards@murraystate. ~
edu.
~
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House Jor Ylent

Racer fat~ning Salon
Pit1h Vlett1at11ese Egg lolls
• Lunch starts at 1O:+f a.ttt.
• Pally Specials ·Available
CRISPY
TACOS69¢
ALL DAY. EVERY TUESDAY

TACO
JOHN'S.
lhe Fre:tb Ta&te of Wut -Mex·

Mayfield
and Murray

1628 Jarmer
near campus and University ljarber shop
3 IJDYl)"Vf, 1 ljath , 1 Study
(will/eas e to 1- 3 s tude nts)

$525 per month w l deposit
new carpet and nice hard wood floors
ea/1 'lom Winchester for a showinq

~31-642-~231

Across frottt

See SGA election video ~-~ ,
at thenews.org
~A:.\'~-

Pogue Library

J{op Int o

spt'ID ~

wrth out' cltc:orl

Mat1y tat1t1it1g beds
t1o appoit1ttttet1t needed·.
'

212 North 15th Street
(270) 761 • DINH (3464)
Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m • 8 p.m.

e orDtr o£ Uth &,. $yc: tmort
(270) 753-9229

'Mon. - I!rl. 10 - G p.m.
$ tt 10 - 3

April SO

News
Alert

6-8 , •••
Spring~r
GftcJ

franklin
Com• •njoy ga••'·
cJtinlu. and fun in th•
1un .b•fo,. fincal1lll

Srarrh for 11 College NewS 11 in the Facebook
application directory under ''Alerts" or ''Sports''

Call our advertising department at (270) 809·4478 by May 5 to
Reserve your space in the 2008 Welcome Issue!
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Green, greener, greenest: what Color is Murray?
Earth Week reminds students, faculty
to be more environmentally conscious

_ --

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editori·
al board of The Murray State News.
The sickly sweet smell of magnolias wafts over the
Quad, spring foliage is budding on trees across campus
and the grass has turned a bright green from the dull
color it was all winter. With the emergence of spring, it
is only fitting to reflect on what we are doing as a University community to be as ceo-friendly as possible.
In comparison with other schools, our green report
card stacks up pretty well. Recycling bins are all over
campus and in 2007 Murray State collected 47.6 tons of
newspaper, 2.91 tons of plastic, 72.76 tons of cardboard,
54.53 tons of computer paper, 4.21 tons of aluminum, 45.9
tons of scrap metal and 625 gallons of motor oil.
Food Services has been a leader in ~onservation on
campus because it sees both the environmental and
financial benefits. Employees have a plan to do away
with styrofoam products and are offering more environmentally friendly containers in its place. In honor of
Earth Week, Food Services is offering free mugs and free
beverage refills to remind students to cut back on waste
with non-disposable cups.
In addition, New Clark College was built with individual room thermostats sp residents can conserve energy
on heating and cooling bills.
Not only is the University recognizing the importance
of going green, but activism by the students could make
our hue of green even deeper.
Ninety-one percent of students at the University of
Maryland voted to raise student fees to pay for clean
energy when their tuition and fees were already at
record highs.
The News encourages students, being the leaders of
tomorrow, to start implementing change now.
The Murray Environmental Student 'Society has 114
members, according 'to Facebook. With a student body
of about 10,000 students, that is embarrassing. -in our
.j'If we want. to have a vibrant, clean world to . live
.
generation has to make.drastic changes. Otherwise, the
future of our planet is pretty bleak. Making small
changes today will only add to the green movement that
is already underway.
For ideas on how to make our campus greener visit
http://collegeuniversity.suite10l.com/article.cfm/
green_tips_for_college_students.
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What
do
you
think...
I
R
is·
·
·
·
·
f
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·
is Murray State doing agood job beilllj environmentally friendly?
li1g tuition Just a Sigll 0
e times
I think the University is doing a great job
of being Earth-friendly. for example,
Winslow is so strict on how many Styro·
foam cups they'll give out. But they did
uproot my favorite tree."

Students may foot the bill for cost increases
In My
Opinion

Madison Buckingham ·louisville. Ky.
freshman
''They do have an adequate amount of
trash cans and recycle bins in our study
lounges.
Kaitlin Chiaventone • Herrin, Ill.
freshman

"I think the University needs more trees

Michael
Busby

and more paper recycling locations."
David Schmoll· Fenton, Mo.
sophomore
"I do remember seeing recycling receptacles in faculty Hall. However, they're not
very well advertised, If the advertising
could be kicked up, more people would
know they're there. '

Michael Busby is
the Co-<:hair of
Staff Congress
Benefits Committee
at Murray State.

Howl Bean • 'Hollow Rock, Tenn.
sophomore

I have to take exception to a
comment made by Board of
Regent Chairperson Alan
Stout, quoted in the April 11th
edition of the Murray Ledger
& Times. "It's got to stop
somewhere," Stout said, referring to tuition increases.
The comment seemingly
illustrates a fundamental misunderstanding that people
have regarding education
costs.
Why should educational
costs remain fixed? Why can
every other sector of our
economy respond to price
fluctuations and not education?
To suggest that tuition
should be stagnate hints at
ignorance of the economies at
work in education. Costs of
living, health insurance rates
and energy costs all increase.
As many members of the
Board of Regents have their
own business ventures, I am
surprised by their reticence to
apply this rational to Murray
State. The Soviets tried to flx
costs, and look where that got
them. I ask, how can the single
source of revenue remain
fixed in the face of increasing

costs of doing business?
Murray State is also saddled
with growing the student body
from 10,000 students today to
12,000 students by 2020.
The U.S. Department of
Education, NCSE, indicates
that high school graduation
rates in Kentucky are projected to decline 9.8 percent
through 2013.
Our Council for Postsecondary Education mandate
means Murray State will have
to compete with other regional schools to fulfill our goal
from a diminishing number of
graduating high' school students.
Recruiting from other states
is not an option as CPE mandates increasing the number of
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor
of Science degrees within
Kentucky. Some Board of
Regents members may believe
they have the best interest of
students at heart in their support of zero percent tuition
increases.
Maybe one of them can elucidate how budget cuts that
eliminate programs, freeze
faculty and staff salaries and
seriously challenge Murray

State's ability to service our
region improve the academic
environment at Murray State.
In my opinion, these notions
impair students and besmirch
the reputation of Murray
State, particularly since the
University of Louisville, the
University of Kentucky and
the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System
have all voted for tuition
increases that maintain current spending levels.
The University of MissouriRolla has suggested pinning
tuition increases to the Consumer Price Index - a novel
notion, basing cost increases
on a relevant economic index.
I encourage the Board of
Regents members to make
rational, sound decisions
based on the current and
future needs of Murray State
University.
Doing so ensures our student's needs are met by providing for and keeping excellent faculty and staff, maintaining equipment and buildings and funding programs,
thereby improving the student's lives and improving life In
the Commonwealth.
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Stress and Finals
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My parents always
told me if I worked
hard, no goal was unattainable. As cliche as
that may sound, that is
a lesson that I really
believe in.
When I was in ele·
mentary st:hool and the
boys would make jokes
about how women
"Man! I'm probably going to go
"My stress level stays at 75
"Three. Most of my important
"I definjtely don't become one
belong in the kitchen
with
a
seven,
which
is
three
points
because five means I'm not
•
things
like
tests
and
papers
are
of those caffeine-loaded fmals
instead of the classdown from last semester."
working hard enough and 10 is ....__ _ _ ___, room, I just got better
already out of the way."
zombies, but I do get a little
just too crazy."
grades.
stressed, so I'd say a five."
Alaina
When I played on a
Zanin
co-ed soccer team in
middle school and the
What are some ways you cope with extra stress?
boys wouldn't pass to me, I just practiced
"I try to balance whatever is
harder.
"Running out my stress to Guster
"Music, dance, bubble baths,
"I cope by listening to great
stressing me out with more
When I ran the mile in high school gym
is extremely effective.
cocktails
and
spending
time
music and playing with my dog,
class I knew I could run just as fast as the
enjoyable things - like hanging Not to mention that at this time of
with
family
and
friends."
Theo."
boys, and did.
out with friends or doing
year, the air smells like barbecue,
When I came in contact with gender
something physical."
which is very soothing"
bias and discrimination, I never ques·
tioned my abilities because of my gender.
What are your finals study habits like?
I had, and still have, strong role models
to look up to - the most important being
"'I break it down to three
"I like to set a schedule for
"My habits will involve
my mom who had both a career and a
chapters at a time. I write out family.
studying, but sometimes I end
the usual procrastination,
'"My habits include lots of sleep
definitions f:t.rst and then read.
gulping down extra large coffees
up cramming
and trying to start
But with the recent presidential elecI have to outline each
last-minute anyway."
and staying up all night in the
tion, I have become keenly aware that not
studying earlier."
chapter in order to
all little girls had the same experiences
newsroom."
and role models growing up.
remember everything."
I don't care if you are a Democrat or a
----------Republican. I don't care lf you think
Hillary Clinton is the devil, you hate her
political policies and you wish she would
have a fatal accident so you wouldn't
have to see her face on television.
The issue here is, can a woman be president?
Until now, that was never the question
in my head. It was always, "Could a
woman get elected?" or "When will a
woman get elected?" - not whether she
could do the job as well as a man.
Yet in many politically centered class
discussions I've sat throu~ recently, the
opinion of many males and females alike
is that a woman could not possibly be
good at being president.
Well, let's try to fmd some reasoning as
to why they feel this way:
•Women are too emotional to be commander in chief.
•A woman wouldn't be taken seriously by
other countries.
•Women in politics are either ugly and
good at their jobs or pretty and bad at
their jobs.
•A woman wouldn't take a strong enough
stance on defense because she hasn't
served in combat warfare.
To me these arguments are not only
ridiculous, but insulting.
Not only can a woman fulfill the
would likely become a-prijuicy and delicious; howevrants, etc., would be a real
neuter their dogs and cats
Campus may benefit
convenience for those stuer, did you know that it
or let them starve to death
ori targets, unless the inten- responsibilities of a president, I'm pretty
from bus transportation
costs too much to kill a cow
in a trailer of their own
tion is for personnel to per- sure she couldn't screw things up anydents.
I agree wholeheartedly
by shooting it? Therefore,
haps conduct their duties . more than they already are.
Perhaps some stores
filth. Because I'm pretty
with the suggestion in last
Ok, I can see why a man might think
with their firearms openly
they
simply
cut
its
throat
sure
I
hunt
for
sport
and
for
would
be
willing
to
provide
week's editorial that stu·
resting on lecterns, desks or that way because there is that whole male
financial support for the
and let it bleed to death?
food, not to make animals
dents, faculty and staff
Would you rather eat a
suffer.
venture, seeing it as an
podiums. Does this sound bravado thing going on and men have to
should "bike, walk or run to
turkey on Thanksgiving
like a good idea? Not to me. feel powerful. Men also don't know what
investment for increased
class." I also agree that few
Moreover, the primary it's like to be a woman, so they make .
that
was
raised
in
a
tiny
pen
Tracy
Grapperhaus
business.
people would ride a bus a
sophomore
with 500 other birds and
method of preventing assumptions about our capabilities.
Likewise, students living
few hundred feet from one
But, girls- really? You think your own
then bung upside down
St. Jacob, Ill.
killing sprees would be to
in off-campus housing
class to another.
gender
isn't capable of running a country?
would probably fmd signifiwith its head cut off? Shootdevise a policy that would
However, a transit sys·
Contrary
to popular belief, the United
cant utility in public transing an animal does not
Professor supports
prevent firearms from
tern would be invaluable in
States is not the center of the universe,
portation. Certainly a bus
entering our campus undemake it suffer; it is a quick
preparing for shootings
any number of respects. For
and guess what, other countries have
tected, with pre-emptive
system would not be a cureand painless death. That is
To be sure, few topics
example, consider the combeen, and are being successfully run by
all for Murray State's parkwhy it is necessary to make
draw such widespread
alerts and a rehearsed plan 1
muter student population.
women this very second. Remember
good judgment when aiming and transportation ills,
social interest or spawn
for immediate protection in
A bus would make it
Cleopatra, Joan of Arc. Queen Elizabeth I,
but it's a darned good step
ing for an animal.
such clear academic focus
locked classrooms, storage Queen Isabella I? They were all there to
much more practical for
in the right direction.
as the question of how to
rooms and offices.
If the shot is nearly
students, faculty and staff
fix their countries after a man screwed it
impossible and might just
best prevent fatal gun
After these sorts ·of pre· up.
to park at the stadium,
Terry McCreary
injure the animal, most
crime. However, arming
ventative measures are
whose lot is rarely - never?
From Chile to Ireland to Bangladesh
hunters understand and
University
personnel
implemented. the Universi- ,the voting public of several countries
Associate Professor
- full, and ride to class.
will simply not shoot it. I
should not be the primary
ty could then perhaps allow have entrusted the 111ost powerful posiDepartment of Chemistry
Murray .State's parking
solution to the threat of
deer, dove, squirrel and
select trained faculty to tion in their governments to a woman.
problem is not a lack of
Student explains hunting
turkey hunt with every
gun-wielding spree-killers.
carry weapons covertly,
spaces; it is the bare fact
1 know - shocking, isn't it? The world
First, these university
which could then be drawn bas not come to an end.
is legal for a reason
intention of eating that anithat people do not want to
Last week, I read a
mal. It is just simply a
attacks have almost excluunder carefully pre•specipark in the spaces that are
Apparently, only American women are
bonus to shoot a turkey
sively occurred within prefied conditions for protec· too emotional, pretty, weak and frivolous
response to the turkey
available.
hunting article in the April
with a long beard or a deer
targeted buildings and
tion and prevention of fur- to run the country.
If those underutllized
ther injury, exclusively.
ll issue of the News, Ryan
with a massive rack.
classrooms. Both Seung Hu
parking spaces were actualI really hope this isn't the America I
Just because you are an
Ruling wrote in saying
Cho and Steven Kazmier·
Remember, law enforce- live in. Aren't we supposed to set the
ly used, areas like the foranimal rights activist,
czak, as examples, did not
"hunters do not need to
ment is just across the global standard for equality and democramer Boy Scout museum
maybe next time you
street and many of the cy? The best we've done is elect a bunch
shoot animals for food." As
aimlessly roam the ground
location could be turned
should consider the facts.
looking for victims or fuing
an avid bunter, I was
doors in our buildings are of 40-year-old-plus Christian white guys
into recreational areas
wildly. They atrived at speOn top of it, if no one huntabsolutely outraged by this
fortuitously constructed of to represent ourselves on a world stage.
instead of ugly, largely
letter. It is funny how
ed, the world would be
cific pre-targeted locations
steel. It is much better to be
unnecessary parking lots.
Women. my challenge to you is this:
incredibly overpopulated
and began firing.
pro-active than reactive.
shooting an animal is
Consider also that many
break your personal glass ceiling and
Secondly, recall that
with animals.
"unnecessary" and "cruel."
students that do live on
don't be afraid to dream big.
Mr. Huling, when was the
So save your comments
these shooters have mostly
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
Jim La Valle
campus do not have a car. A
about animal cruelty for the
been suicidal, which sugProfessor of Sociology
The Murray State News. She can be
last time you ate a hamtransit system that routes to
gests that armed personnel
Murray, Ky.
burger? I'm sure it was
people who don't spay or
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
Wal-Mart, Kroger, restau-
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EXPERIENCE

I Study abroad offers

students
teaching experience in Belize

Lett. some students received
henna tattoos on
their hands durIng Indian NiQht.

Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer

Below, students eat
authentic Indian
food and listen to a
speech about popular reiiQious epics
in InOla.

1

Students learn Indian culture
1

Robin Phelps
News Editor
With a potluck of
entrees, henna tattoo
artists and epic tales, the
Indian Student Association held its Indian Night
in the Curris Center Stables Friday.
"The plan is to expose
the American students to
the Indian culture,"
R.amesh Utharala, graduate student from Hyderabad, India said.
After having monthly
potlucks within the organization, Utharala said
the group decided to
turn the events in a new
direction.
"(Murray) is not a
region known for an
international community," Ramesh said. "We
want to tell the American
people we arc here."
Selling more than 150
tickets in two days to
students, faculty. staff
and community mem-

bers, the Indian Student
Association
attracted
many
people
and
infomed them of Indian
culture.
The event included the
epic
of
religious
Ramayana,
a
story
describing the victory of
good versus evil, and an
authetic Indian meal
with pakoda and chicken
bilyani.
After receiving full
helpings of Indian cuisine, students listen to
popular music from
India, including a style of
music called Telugu.
which has a classical.
slow sound and has a
religious background.
While people mingled,
ate and conversed, some
received
decorative
henna tattoos on rhc
back of their hands.
palms and feet.
Sporting her freshly
drawn henna tattoo,
Rachel Loomis, freshman
from O'Fallon. Ill.. said

1

she came to the event to
learn more about Indian
culture.
"I think this was ~~ lot
of fun and a pretty effective way of getting people involved in other cultures,'' Loomis said.
"We huve a lot of different people from a lot
of different cultures (at
Murray State),'' Loomis
said. "It's important that
we know about other
cultures and how to
properly respect them.".
Ramesh Utharala said
about 32 Indian students

attend Murray State and
helped to organize the
fndian Student Association events.
He s~tid events similar
to Indian Night will asssist more the than 100
Indian students who he
forsees will attend the
University next semester.
Said Utharala: "We are
working together to
make the organization
better.
Robin Phelps can be
reached at robinj.phelps

@murraystatc.cdu.
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Light the Way to a Cure!
Relay ~or Life
Luminaria Ceremony
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Fri., May 2, 2008 10 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stew:art Stadium

ca: 9 p»-1/

HfM"tC~
Thor~eMJe<LC~

Luminaria Order Form

Free

$5 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a luminaria in M EMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle
with cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Memorial luminaria
are a symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors' luminaria arc a symbol of
HOPE for their today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized with the
name of the person being remembered or honored. The luminaria will line the track and
be lit for the
Luminaria Ceremony at 10 p.m. on May 2. Please join us event!

Co-ut1:ney Cr"Ct-Y\.et &
J~'Br-oclv
sponsored

While Murray State students are studying for finals
and finishing up end-ofsemester projects in Kentucky, a group of nine future
teachers are completing
their undergraduate career
in Corozal, Belize.
As part of the study
abroad program, the College
of Education organized a
three-credit hour course for
students pursuing a career
in teaching, Bonnie Higginson. associate provost for
academic programs, said.
Higginson, who was a
major force in implementing the International Teaching Experience, said the
course is valuable for
obtaining teaching skills.
Photo courte5y of Bonnte Higgmson
"Our students have the
opportunity to teach in a Tyler Moore, senior from leGranQe. Ky., teaches at a primary
developing country, and in a school in Belize
different culture," Higginson said. "The
The trip isn't all work and no play,
group in Belize right now arrived on however. While in Belize, the students
April 12th and will return on May 8th, so have the opportunity to participate in a
they have nearly four weeks teaching in a variety of recreational activities unique
to the area.
different environment."
The first trip t.o Belize for the Interna"The students are really looking fortional Teaching Experience course was ward to riding a zip-line through the junin the spring of 2007, she said.
gle this weekend," Higginson said. "They
"The College of Education plans to also get to go tubing in caves, snorkeling
offer this class every semester," Higgin- in the ocean and hiking around Mayan
son said. "Education students apply dur- ruins. They arc also living about two
ing tile end of their undergraduate minutes away from the beach."
career, and if they are accepted their
Higginson said the College of Educarequired student-teaching weeks are tion will continue to look at other counreduced from 14 to 12 weeks."
tries for teaching experiences.
Prospective students of the study
"Murray State has had a longstanding
abroad program must meet specific stu- relationship with Belize - about 25
dent-teaching requirements, Higginson years," she said. "Each academic year we
said.
have about 15 to 20 students from Belize
A couple of these requirements are a on campus. In addition, we have many
3.0 GPA or above, and passing scores on contacts in Belize who are familiar with
the Praxis exam - the teaching certifica- the schools in the country."
tion exam.
"The most rewarding experience of my
"The students down [in Belize] now career," Higginson said of the teaching
submit their weekly lesson plans and program.
reflections of their experience to me,"
"It's good to see a program change
she said. "The program really operates a people and give them such a great expelot like an internship, but the difference rience."
is that they receive a great cultural expeHailey Kercheval can be reached at
rience as well as teaching experience.''
bailey.kerchcval@murraystate.edu.
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CANCER SURVIVORS:
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Men's Golf finishes 2nd place at OVC Tournament
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor
For sophomore golfer Nick Newcomb,
one could say talent runs in the fam ily.
With a first place individual finish at the
Ohio Valley Conference to urnament,
Newcomb has b·<'en surrounded by his
sport since he can remember.
"Golf has always been around and has
always been fun fo r me," Newcomb said.
"I've played with my family since I was
young and they have always helped me out
a lot. It's nice that I also have the rest of
my family to look up to, so l've always had
someone to talk about the game with. It's
just what we do in my family."
The last Murray State golfer to finish
ftrst in the conference tournament was
Brandon Henson, Newcomb's cousin, who
won the title in 2001. Newcomb said the
fact his cousin was there to sec him play
gave him an extra push to compete at his
best.
"My cousin won the tournament and
I've always looked up to him so I kind of
wanted to do it for him," Newcomb said.
"He always has supported me, so it was
cool after I won, for him to be there to
congratulate me. He's been through everything r have, so I was really glad that he
was there when l won it all."
Newcomb had a slow start on Sunday at
the Country Club of Paducah, shooting a
75 in the first round. Despite the setback,
he quickly improved his game for rounds
two and three. He shot a 71 during the second round, and shot his first career holein-one in the third round for a score of 70
and an overall score of 216.
Newcomb beat 2008 OVC Golfer of the
:).'~r Pltil Hendri~n..by ..Qnut~vke~ :tnd
said a lot of his sucQII.II came from practice
on his mental game. ·
"My mental game really helped me keep
my composure and sta}' in the moment on
each hole," Newcomb said. ul was just
able to not get ahead of myself. and kept
, playing one shot at a time. I had been
: studying the di:.tgrams of the course we
: were going to play at for about a month
' before the tournament. 1 knew the places
I could miss-hit on the golf course so when
I did hit a bad shot, it was a lot easier p lace
!to get out of."
' Men's Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he
was expecting a high finish for Newcomb
because of his consistency while remaining the teams No. I golfer all season.
"He's played No. 1 all year and has had
some really strong finishes," Hunt said.
l"Nick is one hard worker, I tell you. He

was determined when he transferred here
from Louisville to win the OVC Championship. Now, a lot of kids say that and
want to do it, but realistically not everyone has a shot at it. Nick did have a shot.
That was his goal and he worked at it and
it paid off."
Newcomb's hole-in-one not only
improved hls personal score, but helped
the team to a second place finish overall
behind Eastern Kentucky University. Hunt
said the two teams were close the whole
weekend and the outcome could have
ended either way.
"I would have been extremely disap·
pointed if we would have finished anything less than second in the tournament,"
Hunt said. "We knew F.astcrn Kentucky
University had a strong a year with a very
experienced team, but we beat them at the
UK tournament. So we felt like we it could
have gone either way, but overall I was
pleased."
The Racers bad three out of five golfers
finish in the top 10. Freshman Cameron
Carrico finished at No.7 with scores of77,
75 and 72.
Senior Jerry Price competed in his final
career OVC Championship. and although
he did not begin the tournament shooting
well. he finished his third and 'final round
shooting the lowest score of the day at a
69, which gave him a ninth-place finish.
"Jerry did something al that tournament
that I have never seen before," Hun t said.
"His second round score of 82 was very
uncharacteristic of him, but he just had
one of those days like everyone does. "He
came back his last round of college golf
and shot the best of everyone there. l think
that really just tells you what kind of playef be is .. .......:.---;.~............,.....~,-...74'
Sophomore Jared Wolfe and ju nior
Mitchell Moore also competed well in the
tournament, finishing No. 21 and No, 33
respectively. Wolfe shot scores of 78, 78
and 76. while Moore shot an 84.
and 77.
Out of 12 tournaments for the 2008 season. the Racers had two first-place finishes, five second-place finishes and three
third-place finishes. Hunt said the team
did well in the tournament because of the
preparation they had throughout thl· season.
"I feel like we had a great year and we
knew this because going into the OVC
tournament we knew we had a shot at
ftrst," Hunt said. "l was so proud of the
guys. The way they finished speaks well
for the future of this program."

n

Alison Mugler can be reached at
alison.mugler@murraystatc.edu.

photo courtesy of Murray Stolte Athletks

Sophomore Nick Newcomb approaches the hole In which he shot a hole·in-one durlnQ the third round of the tournament.
Newcomb finished first overall, while the team finished second.

Racer golfers earn All-OVC Honors for 2008 season
Staff Report

Senior Jerry Price, freshman cameron cameo and sophomore Nick Newcomb lineup at the Ohio Val·
ley Conference tournament to pose with their 2008 conference awards.

Along with its 2nd-place finish
in the OVC championships. the
men's golf team took home even
more hardware. The Racers
placed three golfers on the AllOVC Second Team and two on
the All-Newcomer Team. Fresh·
man Cameron Carrico took home
the honor of OVC Freshman of
th e Year. Carr ico averaged 73.34
stokes during his rookie year, a
total of 32 rounds.
The Freshman of the Year
award was ftrst banded out in
2005 and Carrico is the firs t
Racer to earn the Award. Carrico
was named OVC Golfer of the
Week on April 16. The award
came after Carrico placed third
out of 96 golfers at the UK Bluegrass Invitational.
Joining Carrico, sophomore
Nick Newcomb was also named
to the All-Newcomer Team.
Newcomb, who is the new OVC

champion, averaged 73.25 strokes
and had five Top 10 finishes this
season.
"My expectations for the year
were to just perform as well as I
could," Newcomb said. "Helping
the team was my main priority
because I wanted to get the team
title. Even though we didn't get it
done, that's what I was shooting
for."
Newcomb, a native of Marshall
County. transferred this year
from the University of Louisville.
Price averaged 73.28 strokes in
his final season with the Racers.
Senior Jerry Price joined Newcomb and Carrico on the AllOVC Second Team. Pr ice aver·
aged 73.28 strokes and bad four
Top 5 finishes in his final season
with the Racers.
The All-OVC selections are
based on the golfer's stroke average on the season. This .is the second year the current method has
been in place.

The Sports Line...
Murray State Events

TV Events
Sat.: ESPN@ 2 p.m.
NFL
NFL Draft

Sun.: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.
NBA
Spurs @ Suns

Sat.: Baseball @ 1:30 p.m.
Reagan Field
Morehead @ Murray State

Sat.: TNT @ 4:30 p.m.
NBA
Lakers @ Nuggets

Mon.: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
MLB
Yankees @ Indians

Sat.: Soccer @ 1 p.m.
Cutchin Field
Alumni Game

Sat.: Rowing @ TBA
Omaha, Neb.
Midwest Intercollegiate
Championships
Sun.: Baseball @ 3 p.m.
Reagan Field
Southern Illinois at Murray State

.

Beginning of
female era in
sports section
The Murray State News has slowly but
surely completed one of the most stressful
weeks it faces throughout the school year:
the transition period for the staff as they
move into their new editorial positions.
During these last two weeks of the
sch9ol year, the new editors have officially stepped into the
positions they will
take. on in the fall
There is no doubt
these final two
weeks of school
have
come
up
quick, as I am sure
we can all relate.
With this, I have
slowly but surely
taken on the Sports
Editor position left
so
graciously
behind by Aaron
Alison
Weare.
Mugler
To be completely
honest, I think it is
Sports F.diLor
going to be an adventure. I have learned
so much in the time I have been a staff
writer, that I can only imagine what is in
store for me as an editor. What I do know
is that Aaron has left me with a great
understanding of bow the sports section
should run, and I hope to only add to the
great tradition that I have been left with.
I have already had a few surprised looks
and couple raised eyebrows in response to
the news that a female wiU be running the
sports section of a collegiate newspaper.
Well, ladies and gentlemen, I am here to
inform you that success in this position
relies not on the sex of the person, but on
the confidence and dedication of that individual, combined with plain love of the
game.
1 have been playing, watching, writing
about and analyzing sports since the day
my , mom and dad plopped me down in
front of Chris Berman on ESPN's Sportscenter when I was three years old. From
that day on, l knew sports was where I
belonged.
That said, there are just a few changes I
hope to add to the section, with the hopes
of satisfying a more well rounded audi·
ence.
To the average Joe: when you hear the
word "sports" you probably think of
events like the NCAA Basketball Champions~ip or the Super Bowl. And to be honest, that is what comes to my mind too.
But if we all took a second to look it up,
sports is defined as physical activity governed by a set of rules or customs and
ofte,n engaged in competitively.
We all know who wins the Murray State
football game each weekend or who the
women's basketball team played in the
NCAA tournament, but to put it bluntly,
these varsity sports are not the only sports
Murray State has to offer.
Does anyone know we have a water skiing club team or a men's rowing club
team? Did anyone know that hundreds of
students combine on residential college
and-independent teams each year to compete in intramural s~rts? In case that
slipped by, the sports section will be here ,
to let you know.
'
I am in no way putting down varsity
athletics, because I am a part of the Murray, State volleyball team. I love when my
team gets coverage. l love sitting with the
students in Racer Nation, or watching
Racer One sprint around the track when
we score a touchdown. But what I think a
lot of us would also love is a heads up as
to what is going on outside of
GoRacers.com.
Something else I think is important to
The News is feedback from our readers.
In the event a reader might find my column topics to be a bit out of left field, the
sports staff would be more than happy to
hear about it.
I'm looking forward to providing a section for reader response each week so we
can hear woat you're really thinking. You
can respond and talk about whatever you
want, as long as it is in good taste (and
relates to sports, of course).
So, with the completion of my very first
column, 1 am in great anticipation of what
the future as Sports Editor has in store.
And when all of you eagerly return in the
fall to resume classes, make sure to check
up on the sports section, as we look forward in continuing to provide the University Community with well-rounded, exciting and informative sports coverage.

j

Alison Mug/er can be reached at
alison.mugler@murraystate.edu.
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Football completes annual spring
game, new offense in mix for fall
Aaron Weare
Staff writer
Four weeks, 14 practices and one
spring football game later, the Murray State football team is closer to
its goal of competing for an Ohio
Valley Conference ch:tmpionship in
the 2008 football season.
After 10 days of turmoil during
spring conditioning, Saturday's
spring game offered the Racers the
opportunity to get back to football
and show off their new offense and
how the team as a whole has
improved during the course of the
spring.
"Our offense has really bought
into (offensive coordinator) Coach
Matheny's philosophy and style of
play," junior offensive lineman
Andrew Fogg said. "The no-huddle
offense makes us quicker to the ball
and down the field."
On the opening drive of the game,
the 20,07 OVC Frcshman~of-the
Year quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt led
the offense on a 65-yard, 12 play
drive. The offense scored on a
fourth-down play with an eightyard pass from Ehrhardt to freshman Marcus Harris. Other than the
touchdown, the drive's other highlight came on a 16-yard pass from
Ehrhardt to another freshman,
Kenny Benjamin.
The second drive featured the
second-team offense for the Racers
with similar results like the first
team. On the 12th play of the drive,
junior Paul McKinnis hit pay dirt
with a 12-yard scamper.
On the next offensive series, the
defense made a play as freshman
end/linebacker OI.!'Markus Lee
intercepted freshman quarterback
Chris Franklin's pass and returned
it 47 yards for a touchdown.
On the next drive, thl.! Racers'
All-OVC frrst-teamer, sophomore
DeAngelo Nelson set the table for
their next touchdown with a 41yard catch and run that saw Nelson
break several tackles. Benjamin
would haul in his first touchdown
of the game four plays later, when
Franklin hit him with a 13-yard pass
in the end zone.
After the defense stopped the
offense on the next series, the
offense came back with a quick
strike to score on their next series.
Sophomore Nico Yantko hit tight
end Daniel Ard on a S1·yard strike
to get ncar the goal line. Yantko ran
in for the score two plays later.
Yet another big play helped the
Racers' offensive attack on its next
drive as sophomore Charlie Jordan
tossed a halfback pass to Harns
from 35 yards out. lt was Harris'
second touchdown catch of the day.
"Last year it felt like we didn't

Paul Holfll<l.•yiT1ie Nf!\vs

Senior safety Marvin Robinson attempts to stop junior tight end DeAngelo Nelson during the football team's annual spring game.
have any bullets in the gun. on
offense," .Fogg said. "This year it
feelc; like we have all the bullets in
the gun."
On the last offensive drive of the
day, the Racers utilized another big
play to set up a score when Franklin
hit Ard with a 37-yard pass to get on
the one·yard line. Franklin would
run the ball in for the fmal touchdown of the game.
"The game was pretty exciting,"
Yantko said. "Both sides of lhe ball
had some positives and some nega·
tivcs, but the positives far out-

weighed the negatives. We've got a
lot that we can build on."
As a team, the Racers ran for 116
yards on 34 carries. The aerial
attack stat line featured 247 yards
on 17 completions of 27 attempts,
with three touchdowns to one
interception.
McKinnis led the rushing attack
with 42 yards and a touchdown on
six carries. Ehrhardt led the passing
game with eight of nine, while passing for 69 yards and one touchdown. Harris led the receiVl'rs with
two touchdowns and six catches for

82 yards.

The Racers' spring season ended
with Saturday's game, ;1s did the
practice season. Now the team will •
prepare to return for the fall.
"CQach (Keeth) Matheny is being
positive and he's good about helping us learn what we need to do,''
Yantko said. "Honestly, I'm having
a lot of fun with (the learning ,•
process) and I'm looking forward to
.'iCI.!ing us get better with the offense
as we head into the fall season."
Aaron Weare c:m b"· reached at
aaron. wcare@murruystate.edu.

Tennis loses first round at OVC
Aaron Weare
Staff writer

Photo Courtesy oi Murrar State Athletics

Junior Adriana Alvarez swings at an opponent
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The Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks earned a measure of
revenge in the first round of the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament as they beat the Murray
State women's tennis team, 4-3.
The Racers downed the Sky~
hawks by the same 4-3 score on
April Fools' Day and just less than
three weeks later; the Skyhawks
returned the favor on the biggest
stage in the OVC tournament.
The Racers jumped out to an
early lead in doubles action, At
No. 1 doubles, junior Anne Pennington and sophomore Angda
McGahee took the first win 6·5.
The Racers clinched the doubles
point at No. 3 behind an 8-5 victory by sophomore Lynsey Bochenek and freshman Katelyn
Fulcher.
The Racers swept all of the doubles matches with an 8.-6 win in
No. 2 doubles by sophomore Lyndsay Ottosen and freshman Alexis
Webb.
The singles action wasn't as
kind to the Racers as they took
two losses in No. 1 and No. 2 sin·

gles. At No. 1, McGahee fell to
Elizma Scoonees in three sets. 6-3,
3-6 and 6-l. At No. 2. Pl.•onington
fell to Sara Leavy, 6-0, 6-3. Both
matches had the same result as
their April! matches.
In No. 3 singles, Bochenek had
her own re\•enge in her match
against Martie Wahl with a threeset, 7-6, 2-6 and 6-4 victory. Wahl
bl'at Bochenek in their match
April l. The OVC tournament
match tied up the team score. 2-2
after No. 3 singles.
At No. 4 singles. thl' Skyhawks
Bclisa De Brito beat Webb. The
Skyhawks clinched the team victory with a win in No.5 singles as
Ernestine Koornhof beat Ottosen
in three sets. 3-6, 7-5 and 6-4.
"We're really disappointed with
a first-round loss to Tcnncsscl'Martin," Women's Head Coach
Connie Keasling said.
"We let two opportunities slip
away. We were up 5-2 on one
court and up 3·0 on another court
and we lost both matches. That
was just how the match went for
us."
Junior Adriana Alvarez showed
why she was named to the AIIOVC second team as she coasted

Immanuel Lutheran
Church

to a straight-s(•ts 6·1, 6·1 victory at
No. 6 singles against the Skyhawks' JuHannc M<.·Mecn.
The loss ended the Racers' 2008
season, but as disappointed as she
was, Keasling said that the team's
youth provides her a level of optimism heading towards next season.
"\Ve have ever)'Onc coming
back next yl.!ar unJ everyone on
the team had .1 chance to play this
season," Keasling said. "So they all
had time to figure out their
strengths and their weaknesses so
they can get to work on them.
Then when the team comes back
in the fall. hopefully, their ready to
go."
Heading tmvard next season,
Keasling ~aid the summer is a tennis player's dream, because it is a
great time to play.
"Right now we work on our
class work until the end o( the
school year," Keasling said. "Then
we're going into the summer. It's
the hest time of the year to
improve because the weather is
fantastic. The team can work on
their game for next year."
Aaron Weare om be reached at
aaron. weare@murraystatc.edu.
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·Making
sense of
scents
For most game fish, the primary tool · • ·
used to bunt prey is their sense of sight: · •.
and while anglers pay meticulous atten·
tion to the details of a lures color and ·
appearance, they may forget that fish also :·
have noses.
•. '•
Any tackle shop plays host to an array :-,
of effective scent and attractants, and soft · ·
plastic manufactures nre constantly look-' '•
ing for new scents
•
that appeal to a
bass's sense of
smell.
Just this year,
Strike
King
launched baits flavored with coffee.
and Berkley has
manufactures it
soft plastics with
the
powerbait
scent for many
years. The ever·
so-popular Chom·
per's lures are
soaked in garlic
>,
Steve
and smell like an
Italian restaurant.
Miller
The history of Outdoor columnist
using scents on
lures can be traced back to 1967 when'
Mann's Bait Company introduced the · •
best-selling worm of all time, the Jelly • ·
Worm. Ever since then, the debate Of .using scents has been raging at the docks'
and tackle shops and on the Internet. • •• ·
The fact that I do not know of a single ' ··
body of water that contains coffee or ga'r- '·. '
lie raises questions about scents. Is it • '
another marketing ploy designed tg ' ~·
promise results to unsuspecting fhhcr•
man by lure companies, or is there scien· ' •'
tific evidence to support the effectiveness' •"
of the scents? I think it is a little of both: '
Can bass smell different odors? Yes,···
they can, as can other species of fish. Bass,' •
however, don't depend on scent as · <!-'·'
major factor in foraging. Sight and sound
seem to be much more important. Corit-' ·
pared to catfish, salmon or carp, a bass's :
sense of smell is a great deal less scnsi·' •
tive. Nevertheless, you can not simply
ignore the capability of a bass's nose.
As the water flows across the olfactory'
nerves in the nostrils, a message is sent to •
the brain, where the scent is then inter·
preted as either a positive or a negative
scent. As fish mature, their sense of smell ·'
and taste become even more sensitive:
Fish use their sense of smell to locate ·,
spawning arens, feeding areas, predator' .
awareness and even their schoolmates in · ·
open water.
As humans, we can relate to the dis·
crimination of positive and negative ·
smells. It plays a large role in interpreting:'·
the taste of different foods. The same carl'
be said about bass. If a lure docs not
appeal to a bass's sense of smell and taste, .
the fish will not eat it or will spit it ot.it-'
immediately after tasting a small sample,
This is when the application of scents
can be applied. The mor.e natural you~ '
lure tastes and smells, ,the longer the bass ·
wiU hold it in its mouth. This can d irectly
decrease the chance of missing strikt!s
and should yield higher numbers of fish
caught.
Scent products not only attract bass, ·'
but they also helps cover the negative •'
smells emitted and transferred by humans • •
like sweat, gasoline, oil, sunscreen and :
bug spray.
•'
Science has proven that these smellS ·
repulse bass. Sure, small fish may pay no
attention to scent, but what about the ; ·
four-to-eight-pounders? They didn't get '
that way by feeding on plastic lures that '
smell like a garage.
This spring when you fish, use water •
behind 100 other fishermen who are au:
good, and flipping the same trees that yo\.1 1
are, give yourself the edge and use a good
fish oil base attractant.
When that hog swims over out of •
curiosity, trigger that age old feeding' ·
response that she has survived with. Give
her that final stimulus that will provoke a
strike.
•·
Remember a good bottle of attractant '
cost less then a good hard-bait. Don't buy '· '
all new lures and worms this year, just '
treat them with a good bite stimulus aiid •
let nature take its course.
'

·.

Photo Courte~y of Rick Burrl'<o

The Murray State women's rowing team glides through the waters of Kentucky Lake during a meet against the University of Alabama at the Kenlake Resort.

•·

Women improve d~~·~ spnng
Women take on
tough opponents
at SIRA rowing
championship
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
Murray State's rowing crew com·
peted in the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association Champi·
unships held this past weekend in
Oak Ridge, T enn.
The crew endured an hour-long
rain delay.
In the varsity 8 B. the Racers took
home first plac~: with a time of 7

minutes 10.2 second!;.
''We were able to race against
some fast crews o ut of the Midwest
like Kansas, southern Methodist
and Purdue," Head Coach Bill
McLean said.
Murray Statt· was joined by
schools like the University ofTulsa,
the University of Alabama. Emory
University. Marietta College, Stet·
son Univcrsitr, and Jacksonville
State University at the SIRA Cham·
pionships.
"These crews arc very strong and
have a deep athlete pool from
which to worl\,Jrom," McLean said.
"Br engaging' these crews. we arc
able to put in perspective our speed
and the need to go even faster than
the school record."
Murray State received sixth place
in novice 4 A with a time of9:09.09.
The junior v:mity 8 B took second
with a time of 7:27.15 to go along

with the varsity 8 B win.
"We were able to race well and
reinforce that we were able and
capable to go out and row hard,"
McLean said. We also learned that
our race plan needed improving
and changed the start sequence,
which gave us n better position at
the stan.
,
~we rowed higher for the bod}'
which in retrospect was too much
to !'Oon but we were still able to
hold off Jacksonville and Tulsa as
we did not need to spring and did it
all through body rate we have down
pat."
Next, the team will travel to
Omaha, Ncb.. for the Midwest Col·
legiate Championships, to be held
Satmday.
~southcrn Methodist is the crew
to beat this wl•ckend," McLean said.
"We have not raced against
Creighton or Drake this entire sea·

..

son and Tulsa was contest at SIRA.
We have a solid crew and if we can
continue our progress and get
faster each week like we did last
year then we can defmitely chase
downSMU."
After the Midwest Collegiate
Championships, the team will par·
ticipate in the Dad Vail Regatta in
Philadelphia, Pa.
The Dad Vail Regatta is set for
May 9 and 10. The Crew will race in
the NCAA Regional Qualifier in
Oak Ridge. Tenn., May 17 and 18.
"It is exciting to have crews that
can produce speed and stay consis·
tent, willing to make changes the
night before a race and believe that
they can do it," Mclean said.
"As I have said before, these
women trust each other and are
willing to make it happen."
Kyle Roger.'> can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.

Racers head into OVCtournament at full force
Alison Mogler
Sports Editor
To be the best, one must compl•tc against the
best. That is exactly what the track and field
team did Saturday at the Alumni Gold meet,
hosted by Louisiana State University.
The Racers competed against a field of tough
competitors including Texas A&M, Auburn
University, the University of Mississippi,
Tulane University and Louisiana State Universi·
ty, whose women's team is currently ranked No.
1 in the nation. The women also had the chance
to compete against a number of professional
athletes, sponsored by brands like Nike and Adidas, who are currently training for the
Olympics.
Assistant Coach Chris England said there was
no better way to prepare for a conference tournament than competing against these strong
teams.
"We're on track to perform well at the conference meet because of all the tough meets we
have been through,'' England said. "I think our
schedule of good competition helps us rise to
the occasion. Competing against better teams
will ultimately help us with our goal of doing
well at the end of the season."
The c;:ompetition was a non-scoring meet that
gave many of the athletes a chance to better
themselves and see how they compare to other
competitors, while still concentrating on their
own person performances.
Senior Emi Yamamuro continul·d to excel in
the javelin event on Saturday, throwing her
third consecutive NCAA regional qualifying dis·
tance. She finished fifth in thl' javelin with a
throw of 143 feet.
Also competing well in the throwing events
was senior Shameka Dial. She threw a 44-2 ~ in
the shot put, to also finish fifth among a com·
petitive field. Lindi Berry competed in ttie event
as well, fmishing No. 13 with a throw of 35-ll ~.
Personal records continued to shatter Satur·
day, as sophomore Meagan Richeson and fresh·
man Asenath NaAmen both set personal bests in

Elaine K1ght!The N ews

Freshman Katelyn Jones takes astride durilll) practice.
their e vents.
Richeson beat her recurd in the 400 hurdles
running a time of l minute 4.74 seconds, placing
her at No. 16.
She said breaking her personal record was
something she has been working at since she
began the event.

1

.

"I've spent the past 2 years of my track and
fteld career running the 400 hurdles in 1:05 or
more, until Saturday when I was able to break
that streak, running a 1:04," Richeson said. "It
was extremely exciting and a great source of
encouragement going into our conference meet
next weekend."
NaAmen competed in the 5000 meter and
placed sixth, setting a personal record of
18:26.61.
Junior Alaina Zanin and sophomore Kristin
Reffett also placed highly in the 5000, fmishing
No.ll and 18 respectively.
In the 400, freshman Amber Mills and sopho·
more Brittany Davies bad impressive times of
59.02 and 1:00.00 respectively.
Coming off of an injury, freshman Katelrn
Jones competed well in the 1500, finishing at No.
10 with a time of 4:55.02.
England said the Racers have undergone
intense training and conditioning for the major·
ity of the season, and arc using the two weeks
before thC' conference championship to give
them a fresh start both mentally and physically.
"The last few weeks we have heavily
increased their training. so they have gotten a
little bit tired and fatigued," England said. "But
as our conference championship gets closer,
we're going to back off the physical training a
little bit, in hopes to let them mentally prepare
for the championship."
Following this two-week break the Racers will
head to Southeast Missouri State in Cape
Girardeau, Mo. to compete in the 2008 Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. England said the
team is going to use everything it has learned
throughout the season to enter the tournament
in its peak position.
·
"It is going to take individuals who are expected to do well to perform at their best," England
said. ~y./e're also going to need the athletes that
have fewer expectations to come out and also
have incredible performances. The combination
of these two factors will help us finish out the
season where we need to be."
Alison Muglcr can be reached at
alison. mugler@murraystatc.cdu.

I

Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystate.cdu.
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:Students make impression on field
Dakaral Turner
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Staff writer
Going in to Tuesday's
game, Thoroughbred Head
Coach Rob McDonald knew
his team was up against tough
competition.
Murray State fell to the
University of Mississippi 15-5
Tuesday at Oxford-University Stadium. Mississippi is currently ranked 21st in the
nation.
Since the Ole' Miss Rebels
were ranked fourth in the
nation during preseason.
McDonald was not too surprised with the outcome.
"We take pride in scheduling good teams from across
the nation," McDonald said. "I
think it was a great opportuni' ty for our players and a
chance for us to grow."
Sophomore Matt McGaha
got the start for the 'Breds,
giving them five and onethird innings. McGaha gave
up nine runs on 13 bits.
"I thought Matt McGaha
pitched really well," McDonald said. "McGaha really got
them frustrated at the plate,
they're used to really pounding the oall. 1 told h im when I
took him out that he had 'buzMisty t-l ays/Tht:! New>
zard's luck.'"
Amanda Brown. ajunior from Evansville, ln. battles against a defender in an intramural soccer oame.
The Rebels went out to a
pus. This year. Murray State
tournament. He said his
mcnt, and will be represent· commanding lead, scoring
had about 75 participating
team's talent compares with a
ing Murray State in the five runs in the first inning
teams.
number of teams they will be
national tournament Saturday but the 'Breds battled back to
This past season, the win·
competing with.
in Raleigh. N.C.
make it a 6-4 game in the
"\Ve know we're going to fourth. Ole' Miss went on a
ning team of intramural foot·
Curtis was also a particiball was the independent
pant in basketball and has
face teams that arc really tear, scoring nine runs in the
team "Prime Time."
assumed roles as both player
good," Pitts said.
bottom of the sixth inning.
Pitts will be playing with Murray State could only
With this No. l spot came
and coach.
the opportunity for Prime
This season he lcJ his indeHart College and said the muster one more run for a
pendent team, "The Outlaws,"
intramural sports have alway11 final score of 15-5.
Time to travel to New
Orleans for the national intra·
to the Murray State Universibeen extremely competitive, a
"We really battled back
mural tournament, hosted by
main factor in why he contin· there early," McDonald said.
ty
intramural basketball
NJRSA.
championship.
ucs to participate.
" I was really proud of our
Dakarai Turner can be effort, we just couldn't get
Hart College finisheJ No. 1
Senior quarterback Dior
Curtis said he feels privileged
for tht• resiJenti:ll c·ollcgc
reached at dukarai.turncr@
them out in the sixth inning.
murraystale.('du.
to compete in the national
intramural hasketb:tll tourna·
It's one of those thing where
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Ole' Miss triumphs
over Thoroughbreds
KyleRogen

Contributing writer
Murray State offers a vari·
ety of intramural sports that
give all individuals the chance
to participate in inlcrcollegiate sports aside from having
to make a varsity team. Stu·
dents can choose from volleyball, basketball, flag football.
soccer, softball and Greek
golf.
The games begin the Tuesday after Labor Day and continue through the last week of
school in May.
Campus Recreation Coordinator Alison Epperson said
Murray State is among a number of schools nationwide that
arc involved.
"Ninety-five percent of
schools across the country are
involved in National Intramural Recreation Sports
Association, which is also
known ns NIRSA." ' Epperson
said. "NIRSA has a set schedule that runs most of the
sports at the same time."
Epperson said many students find intramurals an
enjoyable way to continue in
sports after the high school
level while stjll keeping a certain level of competition.
·:students want to continue
playing after high school, to
meet new people and have
fun," Epperlion said. "Not to
mention it's pretty competitive."
There are rules for participating in intramurals that
apply to all schools.
University athletes cannot
play the same intramural
sport. Epperson said this rule
keeps the compctition at a
more equal level.
Among the six intramural
sports offered, Epperson said
flag football seems to be the
most popular sport on cam-
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1 008 Chestnut St.

movloslnmurrav.com

Frt. 10 a.m. -6 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m. -3 p.m. Sun. Closed

Located Next To Matt B's
270-761-7653
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kyle.rogt?rs@murraystate.£'<1u.

MrMESTD&DJ
Showumcs on lho lnlemel

Prices you won't believe,
so come see us!

outs are hard to come by."
Sophomore leading hitter
for Murray State, Wcs Cun·
ningham, went 1·5 from the
plate and scored a run. With a
batting average at .396, Cunningham received votes for
OVC Player of the W~ck.
Drew Lee from Morchc.1d
State University, the 'Brrds
next opponent, won she
award.
:'
'Breds senior Mike Perc_pnte won Pitcher of the W~ek
honors in the OVC. Percobte
pitched a complete ga)nc
shutout Saturday against
Eastern Kentucky. Satur4ay
was Perconte's ninth c<tm·
plete game of his Thoroughbred career.
This weekend, the ' Breds
will welcome the Eagles to
Johnny Reagan field for a
three game series. A double·
header is set for 1 p.m. Saturday and a single game is olso
slated for 1 p.m. Sunday.
··we need to make a move, ..
McDonald said. ''Being;
home. we need to make" n
move as hard as we c:in.
We're going to have to come
to play."
The 'Breds are 14·21 overall
and 5·9 in the OVC so far this
season. Murray State is four
wins away from getting · the
same amount of wins as '1;1st
season. The 'Rreds have 16
games left in their schedule,
including 12 OVC gaml!s.
"I think we arc heading in
the right direction for conference," junior Tyler Owen
said. "We arc coming off
some big conference wins last
weekend against Eastern Ken·
tucky. We just need to take
that momentum from last
weekend's performance into
this weekend against More·
head."
Kyle Rogt?rs can be reached at
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• Treatment of Eye
Infections
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How to practice safe stress:
1. Exercise regularly: go to the gym three
to five times a week for 30 minutes.
2. Discover the meditative mode: take a
warm bath and light candles.
3. Find a hobby: keep ajournal, write
poetry, go hiking.
4. Learn to let go: don't dwell or take
things too seriously.
5. Express healthy anger. be direct. yet
respectful.
6. Declare your emancipation procrastination: set limits and realistic goals.
7. Seek out others with similar issues.
8. Consider the higher 1)0Wefo ef htnnor:
take breaks with funny movies and
remember to laugh at yourself.
Information courtesy of stressdoc.com

Photos by M.ulu

Moore/Tht • Nf•ws

Mara Varvll, freshman from carbondale, Ill., is feeling the stress brought on by the last few weeks of the semester. She relies heavily on caffeine products to get her thrOUQh the day.

National Stress Awareness Month brings attention to finals week
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer

~-

::~~!~ Varvil. freshman from carbondale, Ill., dreads the thought of upcoming finals.

As another semester
approaches its end an epi·
demic is rapidly spreading
across campuses nationwide. Unfortunately, Mur·
ray.State is not immune to
such an outbreak.
Symptoms may inclutlc
loss of sleep and exhaus·
tion (resulting in excessive
intakes of caffeine). back
pain, upset stomachs and
hypersensitivity.
Students with such an
ailment can be found in the
libraries, residential colleges or even the dining
hall.
The epidemic is known
as stress, and with finals
approaching more and
more students are becoming victims of pressure and
anxiety.
April is Stress Aware·
ness Month and for 16 con·
secutive years health professionals and experts
across the country have
been working to inform
everyone on the causes.
dangers and cures for
stress.
Stress Awareness Month
is sponsored by The Health
Resource Network, a nonprofit health organization
comprised of health professionals, health promotion experts and educators.
In addition to month-long
awareness, the organiza·
tion also sponsors National

Stress Awareness Day,
held Aprill6.
According to stresscurc.com, 75 percent of the
general population experi·
enccs at least "some stress"
every two weeks.
Stress can contribute to
heart disease and high
blood pressure, as well as
affecting the immune system.
With finals right around
the corner, procrastination
has led many students feel·
ing pressure to succeed
and as a result, they have
become stressed, said
Keith Dooley. professor of
psychology.
"It's inevitable - we're all
bruilty of (procrastination)
to some degree, but at the
same time, putting things
off to the last minute does
add additional stress where
it's not needed."
Dooley is currently
teaching a seminar class
for Lee dark Residential
College.
The course covers how
the body and mind respond
to stress, as well as differ·
ent coping methods and
learning strategies to deal
with stress.
Dooley said students arc
physically taking care of
themselves.
"They're trying to work
for too long of a period at
once," Dooley said. "They
probably don't realize the
importance of physical fit·
ness and maintaining good

health during stress."
Besides being caused by
physical conditions, stress
also has a major psychological cause, said Dooley.
"One of the things we
know is that one of the
major sources of stress is
feeling out of control."
Dooley said. "Losing our
sense of personal control
really contributes to our
psychological perception
of stress. At this time of
year papers are due, exams
are coming up, (and there
is) lots of work to do, so
students begin to feel like
they don't have control
over their life circumstances."
While it may seem as if
there is no cure, Dooley
said treatment is possible.
"I think some of th~ tips
that would be the most
helpful would be to main·
tain physical health, eating
well, sleeping well and
exercising,'' Dooley said.
Adapting good study
habits will also help reduce
stress.
Said Dooley: "Pacing
their workload is really
important, making sure
they work a little everyday
with adequate breaks
instead of cramming everything into the last day, the
last hour before papers are
due, or th~ last hour before
exams."
Charlotte Kyle can be
reached at charlotte.kylc@
murraystatc.cdu.
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Iraqi war still considered mistake,
Sgovernment fails to make decisions
Each week The News
will feature a different
issue that affects our campus. community and ultimately our world.
Casey Northcutt
Staff writer
Barack Obama never supported the war in Iraq.
Hillary Clinton was unsure
about it. John McCain
thought it was a good idea
at the time.
As the November presidential election looms and
the candidates fiercely battle for the title of commander in chief, with this issue
in mind students will have
to decide for themselves
whether or not they believe
the United States has
improved Iraq's humanitar·
ian problems.
Photo courtesy of .1hout <om
Some believe the billions
of dollars the government
Some of the American public support the Iraqi war, but accordlno to a USA Today national poll, 63 perhas poured into the war
cent
of adults believe the oovernment made a mistake when It sent troops to Iraq.
effort are worth it.
"It's a region that's
nation's impoverished peoplight. He said his troop
eventual execution, someabsolutely vitally important
ple.
repaired a water treatment
times because they were
to us," ·Warren Thompson,
jeremy Ballard, assistant
facility, rebuilt and supsimply related to known
junior from Nicholasville,
professor of military sciplied schools and helped
opposition leaders.
Ky .• said. "Our economy
ence, served in Iraq from
construct training facilities
"The scale and severity
for Iraqi police forces, actand all of the world's econ·
August 2005 to December
of torture in Iraq," the
omy relies on the Middle
report said, "it can only
2006. He said the country
ing as aid to a people who
East. And if the Middle East
bas a very wide social gap,
had suffered for dcc.1des.
result from the acceptance
has a civil war, which is
with the rich upper class
According to a 2001
of its use at the highest
living in posh marble manpossible in lraq ... that
Amnesty
l nternational
level. There arc no
would absolutely demolish
sions while the impoverreport titled "lraqi Holoattempts to curtail or prethe world's economy."
caust Files," the pre-war
vent such violations or punished lower class· majority
live in squalor.
Thompson, an ROTC
Iraqi governmt•nt governed
ish those responsible."
cadet, said the troops have
"They wer,e rock strucDespite Warren Th9mpin part through fear, using
acted as peacekeeping
tures held together with
torture to ensure obedison's optimism and Jeremy
forces, easing the tension in
Ballard's
some sort of mud," he
ence.
humanitarian
an area wracked by ethnic
said. "It's not really con~
It said officials commitwork, many Americans
violence between groups
crete because (the shacks)
ted horrific deeds against
believe the government has
such as the Shiites, the
anyone it deemed threatenonly harmed Iraq by pulling
tend to fall over and turn
Kurds and the Sunnis. To
Saddam Hussein off his
back into a pile of rocks, so
ing such as political prisontyrannical throne.
back out now would cause
it's very loosely held
ers and suspected governIraq to fall apart, ThompSuppllrt for the wnr
together with some sort of
ment opponents, often leavson said.
material, ... or (they had),
ing them bnttally mutilated
plummeted after troops and
II\ addition to mediatigg , like, a.met.al•.tin shaak.'Jt f i.UJ or dead. It also documented
arms inspectors failed to
ethnic violence, U.S. troops
While serving overseas,
cases where imprisoned
find Hussein's weapons of
provide a major source of
some of Ballard's duties
women endured repeated
mas~ destruction which the
relief to many of the
included easing the nation's
rape along with tort ure and
Bush administration used

to lcgitimi1.e the invasion.
Now, many Americans
question the war's rising
cost as 1hc economy slowly
teeters on the edge of a
recession.
"There is no such thing
as n free lunch, and there is
no such thing as a free
war," Washington Post
opinion columnists Linda
Bilmes and Joseph Stiglitz
wrote. "You can't .spend $3
trillion - yes, $3 trillion - on
a failed war abroad and not
feel the pain at home."
The majority of the population sides with them.
According to USA Today
poll conducted from April
18 to 20, 63 percent of
adults nationwide believe
the government made a
mistake when it sent troops
to Iraq.
Sara Boone, sophomore
from Owensboro, Ky.,
agreed with the dissenters.
Her brother. Brandon, left
for Iraq four months ago to
work as a gunner on top of
military tanks. She said she
believes U.S. forces an~ trying to improve Iraqi conditions, but she doesn't think
their efforts have produced
enough results tu justify the
war that puts her brother in
danger.
"He goes to work," she
saitl, "and l just pray he
makes it back safely that
day."
Whether or not students
have relatives in Iraq, a
lar~e population of people
still exist in the Middle East
who suffe.r from poverty,
malnourishment and political instability and November votes could dt"termine
their fate.
·
In the face of such a
humanitarian cns1s, an
infurmcd opinion could
makL• all the difference.
Casey Northcutt can be
reached at cascy.northcutt

@murraystate.edu.
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Students celebrate
diversity tl1rough·
food, perfortnatlce
Cody Arant
Staff writer

.

•.

It Lo:; likely to cost mon~ than $7 fnr.<~
good meal from just one country,let all;rk
the full scope of countries rcprc!>entt·d !ln
campus at Murray State University. But
tonight at Multicultural Night. spunsor~.:d
by th~:: Int~::rnational Sllldcnt Organi:r.lltion. one will find not only food. hu;~i~o
a showcase of traditional talents ff~h1
around the globe for that saml' price;:::
Multicultural Night is divided intol~o
main portions, Martha Smith, secr~l;fy
for' the International Student Orgaruitltion. sa.id. During the first portion visitors
can walk around and sample food (rom
around the world.
''The food portion, which will begin
around 5:30 p.m., will have dishes from
eastern Europe, Korea. India, Greece,
Tapan and Thailand," Mark Galloway,
advisor of the International Student Org:inization. said.
A limited number of tickets arc avtlll·
able at the door, costing $7 f(>r stutl!-~lis
and $12 for non-students. Procecds:Wlll
offset food costs.
: ~• •
The ·second part of the evening wil1 {l')·
turc performances by intern;ttional .st1Jdents. Viewing the performanct'S is Ji-ec
:md will stan at about 7:30 p.m.
"The Korean students will be pl·rforrt1ing an authentic dance and showj~g:.a
short film," Galloway said. "The Thai·..StU·
dents will be performing a dance as ;vcll
as some songs. The Indian students have
a performance.''
Both students and community members
can take part in the event. More people
are expected this year thnn in past y~
Smith said turnout is usually pretty
good. This yc.ar the group h;~s cnou~h
tickets for 200.
'
"Multicultural Night is a great cfin~e
for the campus :md the cmnrnuu[t}: ~n
Murray to be introduced 111 new cult~}~"
Smith said. "Almost cwry counll"}' r~QrC 
sented (by students) on campu~ is (goi~scnted at Multicultur:tl Night."
The International Student Org:mii.~o!in
sponsors other events throughoui;:tjle
year. most notably Intcrnlllional Ef:n;<!J\.
tion Week. It has nlso held fund-rniser~7t~•
sUpPQrt "\ictims of the 2004 ISUnanU "GnU
Hurricane Katrina.
Cody Arant CCJn be reached at

•>:•

cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
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comedy entertains,
hilarious heartbreak soars
..

Editor in Chief Ashley
Edwards writes the movie
reviews.
I have been writing the
movie reviews for The News
for about a year now and
every other week, as I'm
doing research on the chosen
film, I like to take a look at
what other reviewers have to
say. Typically I have found
reviews arc often mixed
across the board, but somebow I always end up agreeing
with the lesser of the two.
I don't take it personally.
Most of the time I chalk the
conflicting opinions up to different taste; no one ever said
a film isn't good unless every
critic agrees it is worthy.
I thought "Michael Clayton" was a complicated mess,
although most critics gave it
rave reviews. "Jumper" was a
great introduction to a trilogy
in my opinion, but other crit·
ics hounded the film.
Finally, however, we've all
agreed on a film worthy of a
$7 ticket and two hours from
our lives; from the producers
who created "Superbad."
"Knocked Up" and "The 40
Year Old Virgin," "Forgetting
Sarah Marshall" is a comedy

that leaves an impression.
Jason Segel wrote the
screenplay and stars as Peter
Bretter, a struggling musician
who earns a steady paycheck
by writing music for a TV
show. Sarah Marshall (Kristen Bell), his girlfriend of
almost six years, is the show's
star. It seems to be the perfect
job. until she dumps him.
The actual break-up con·
versation includes one naked
Peter and a lot of male frontal
nudity, shocking as much as
the break-up shocks Peter. Tu
ease the pain, Peter sets off on
a string of one-night stands.
After a few weeks of mean·
ingless sex Peter finally
breaks down, so his step
brother Brian (Bill Hader)
suggests Peter take a vaca·
tion. Still lovesick and
depressed, he decides to head
to this spot in· Hawaii Sarah
always wanted to visit,
although his brother warns
him going there is not a good
idea.
Lo and behold, who docs
Peter see upon check-in at the
resort. but Sarah and her new
rock star lover, Aldous Snow
(Russell Brand). Peter spends
the week trying to get over
Sarah .by drowning his sor·

· rows in embarrassing fruity
drinks .md entertaining flirtation with RnchL'I Jnns<'n (Mila
Kunis), a resort employee
with a laid-back attitude.
Peter's quest to heal his
broken heart will hnve audiences laughing until they ••re
crying. Jonah Hill, who
brought comedy tu life in
"Supcrbad," also plays a small
part ns a starstruc.k hotel
employee
who
idolizes
Aldous.
"Forgetting Sarah Marshall" deals with the universal
concept of mending a broken
heart, something all viewers
can relate to, but keeps the air
lighthe:trted and funny so
audiences can't do anything
but laugh.
My favorite part of the fllm
takes place when Rachel takes
Peter to a local bar and forces
him onstagc to sing a part of a
musical he is wurking on.
Pressured into a performance
Peter belts out the lyrics in an
unfurgl'ttable vampire voice
impersonal ion, bewildering
other bar patrons and cracking up viewers.
The actors in this film arc
absolutl'iy hilarious. There i.<>
definitely a bit uf sexual
humor, but with cnou~h sub-

Photo councsy oi mlive,com

From left, Sarah (Kristen Bell), Peter (Jason Segel), Matthew (Jonah Hill) and Aldous (Russell Brand) star in the
romantic comedy uforgettlnQ Sarah Marshall," in theatersnow.
heartache, there's still plenty
here to entertain.

both Bell and Kunis is realistic and endearing. Both
women
are
beautiful
onscreen, and the best part is
neither is made out to be the
bad girl. Segel does a great job
of avoiding making Sarah
Marshall the stereotypical
evil, cheating girlfriend and
gives the character a more
vulnerable and caring side.
"Forgetting Sarah Marsh~tll" is a comedy for anyone
who can relate to the realistic
portrayal of embarrassment,
self-pity and the struggle to
move on after one experiences a break up. For those
who haven't experienced

stance to make it relevant.
Audiences will appreciate the
approach Segel takes when
demonstrating breaking up is
hard to do while providing
hope for those who arc heartbroken.
The film also shows the
truth behind tho~e relationships often held up on a
pedestal rather than facing
reality. Peter discovers along
his road to l"I.!Covcry, his pic·
turc-pcrfect relationship may
not have hccn all he thought it
to be.
Segel has a loveable personality that draws viewers to
him, and his chemistry with

Ashley Edwards can be ,
:.
reached ar asblcyb.edwards
@murraystatc.edu.
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Zero frame: Save your cash
One frames: Catch it on TV if ·
you're bored
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames; Head to the . ,
box office
Four frames: :Future classic

JOurney back in time with scenic Amish communities
Whitney Harrod

Marion's two United States senators.
The museum is open 10 a.m. - 3
p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
Admission is free.
The Cavc-ln·Rock Ferry, one of
only two ferries running on the Ohio
River, will take you across the river
to the town of Cave-In-Rock. The
town was the production site of the
1950 film "Davy Crockett and the
River Pirates." Cave-In·Rock State
Park is free to the public.
After some site-seeing, drive down
the scenic loup ofFord's ferry Road.
On this quiet road you might run
into an Amish market or produce
stand. While being cautious of
Amish buggies, you can drive to several historic homes.
Marion is located on the Trans
America Route and has hundreds of
miles of bil·yde routes. Every July
the town wckomcs other types of
bike enthusiasts. Over 26,000 bikers
participating in the 16th annual Little
Sturgis Rally held July 17 - 14.
Ride your bike past the downtown
courthouse to find several antique
shops. Wheeler Antiques, Herbs and
Custom furniture is one of Marion's
premier shops offering heirloom fur·
niture and antique n•productions.
The herb shop specializ~s in herbal
arrangements and hand-dipped candles. The shops are open 10 a.m. - 4
p.m., Monday through Saturday.

College Life Editor

Marion, Ky.
This week's trip will cause you to
take a second look at your iPod and
·
Facebook-filled
life. Don't be
surprised
to
see
women in
~lU~~ black bonnets with
long plain
dresses, and
men in suspenders
with bearded faces.
Known as Kentucky's hidden treasure, Marion. Ky., makes a great day
"or weekend trip for students in need
of a pre-summer trip.
Only a three-hour car ride from
Murray (and maybe a six-hour horse
and buggy ride), Marion is home to
Kentucky's largest Amish Community. Since 1977, Marion's Amish community has grown to a population of
600 residents. Many Amish welcome
visitors into their homes and shops,
all •day Monday through Saturday,
where they sell forniture, woven
rugs, quilts and baked goods.
While in the area, visit one of several interesting museums like the

MURRAY
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For Sale: Five piece
sectional with two end
recliners $175 080.
Cour'ltry blue color. If
interested, please call
270-217-1743.
Employment: A Sum·
mer Job At Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
rifle,
recreation,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings
on Top Jobs website
at Career Services.
Deadline for application Is March 7th. For
more information, visit
our
website
at
www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews February 2oth.
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Marion, Ky. is home to Kentucky's larqest Amish population with over 600 Amish resi·
dents. Many Amish families open their homes to sell crafts, furniture and produce.
Admission is $5.
If you would like to learn more
about the tnwn's history. walk down
the street to the Crittenden County
Historical Museum, housed in the
oldest church in M~rlon. Besides
lot:al items, the museum ft.•aturcs a
large Civil War military collection, a
100-yc.lr·old loom, spinning wheels,
vintage clothing <md items from

Ben E. Clement Mineral Museum,
home to the largest display of fluorite crystal in the world.
The museum's collection features
thousands of crystal specimens
weighing up to a hundred pounds.
Also check out the museums old
photographs and mining equipment.
The museum is open 10 a.m. - 3
p.m., Wednesday through Saturday.

·;

·,

·'

With a small town such as Marion,
home-style cooking is a must. Located south of Highway 641, the familyowned restaurant culled The Front
Porch serves famous catfish and
seafood entrees. A complimentary
bowl of white beans, red tomato relish and corn bread are served with
each meal.
ADother restaurant "unique to Marion is Jones' 88 Dip Restau~ot,
where the food is grilled fresh to
order.
Located on Route 641 South, The
Marion Pit Bar-B-Q is Marlon's
longest running barbecue location.
Chow down on a sandwich or plate
selection.
r
Visit marionk entucky.us 10r more
information on attractions.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
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wbitncy.harcod@murraystatc.cdu.
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Every week the College Life section provides
fun and frugal trip ideas. Clip out each week"s
destination and refer to it when you get in a rut
and need to get away or are itching for an
exciting adventure.
If you know of an Interesting or entertaining
event going on within a day's car ride, send
your Cheap l rip information and a phone number to whilney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
Also, if you get a chance to go to one of our
Cheap Trip destinations. send an e-mail to the
above address to say how II went. Safe travels!
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Whitney Green bowls to raise money for Big Brothers Big Sisters.

Students bowl for a cause
Ashley Henson
Staff writer
Murray State students and
sponsors bowled to raise
funds Saturday at the Second
Annual Bowl for Kids' Sake to
benefit the Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Murray-Calloway
County.
The event was held at
Corvette Lanes from noon to 4
p.m. by the youth nonprofit
leadership 351 class.
For the second consecutive
year, the class organized the
~vent as part of the Murray
State Service Learning Program. The cornmun ity was
invited to be a part of this
event either by bowling on a
team of five or by sponsoring
a child in the Big Brothers Big
Sisters program. The cost was
$75 per team.
Amber Roach, senior from
Benton. Ky.. and teaching
assistant for the YNI. 351 class,
said every penny raised from
Bowl for Kids' Sake went to
Big Brothers Big Sisters.
"This year, we received a
Campus Compact grant from
the st<llc," Roach said. " [
wrote the proposal and was
the first person in the state of
Kentucky to receive it. It was
great because the grant covered the cost of the event, so
everything we earned went
straight to the kids."
This year's event was different than last. Childr en in need
of mentors were able to meet
volunteers interested
in
becoming mentors..
"We had 26 teams bowling
for the philanthropy." Roach
said. "But what is really great
is that we had 25 mentors sign
up that day to becomt! part of
~program."

Gina Winchester. instmctor
for the YNL 351 class. said via
e-mail the class as ·a whole
gets to decide the project they
work on every spring.
"I hope to be able to continue the event in the future as
this was the second successful
event for that organization,"
Winchester said.
According to the national
Big Brothers Big Sisters Web
site, Big Brothers and Sisters
is the largest and most effective youth mentoring program
in the United States. The program benefits youth from ages
six to 16. Volunteers can be
mentors at 18.
The program matches a
child with a mentor: but both
go through a screening
process and training to ensure
the match is beneficial to all
parties, including the child.
mentor and parent.
The program can be found
across die U.S. and in 12 countries around the world.
Ernest Coulter, a New York
City court clerk in 1904, was
seeing more and more boys
come through his courtroom.
He recognized caring adults
could help many of these kids
stay out of trouble, and he set
out to find volunteers.
That marked the beginning
of the Big Brothers movement.
By 1916. Big Brothers had
spread to 96 cities across the
country.
For more information about
Big Brothers Big Sisters, con·
tact Suzy Crook, Ex~cutivc
Director of the Murray-Calloway County chapter of Big
Brothers Big Sisters at 75922n.

Cancer survivors participate In Relay For Life last year by walking the track at the Regional Special Events Center.

Roy Stewart Stadium hosts annual Relay For Life," _raises money for American Cancer Society .........-·.
I

Ashley Henson
Staff writer
It's the time of year for Murray residents to drink caffeine and stretch their
legs. The annual Relay for Life is taking
place next Friday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The signature American Cancer Society event is an opportunity for communitics across tht.• country to fight back
against cancer. This event dates back to
the mid-1980s.
At least one member (lf each team will
be walking around the track at all times,
all night long. This year. Relay for Life of
Calloway County has signed up 32 teams
and there is' still time for others to join.
The money raised will go to help the
American Cancer Society provide services in the community.
The survivor's lap, reserved for area
cancer survivors, kicks off the event at 7
p.m.
Members of the community have the
chance to donate a minimum of $5 for a
luminaria for the event. The luminaries
arc placed aU over the stadium to represent a moving part of the event, the Ceremony of Hope.Some luminaries celebrate t he survivorship of people who have battled

Ashley Henson t:1W be
reached at ashlcy.henson@
murraystate.edu.

cancer and lived to tell the tale. Many
commc!morate the lives of those lost to
the disease.
This year is the first year one can purchase a luminary in support of a caregiver. All represent a person w ho has been
affected by cancer. and the family and
friends who continue to be affected.
Teams in Murray have been fundraising to prepare for Relay this year.
Stephanie Nutter-Osborne, team captain
for WKMS, said the team conducted a
bake sale and hosted a rebate night at
Mugsy's Hideout to raise money.
"We wanted to form a team because we
wanted to get more involved in the community,'' Nutter-Osborne said. "What
better way to do that than Relay for Life?"
Megan Whitt, senior from Henderson.
Ky., and team captain for Alpha Sigma
Alph a sorority, said she enjoys the event
being on the track at the stadium because
of the atmosphere.
"J believe the luminaries on the track
arc powerful," Whitt said. "This way,
people in the community driving by who
might not know what's going on could
sec and maybe stop by. I think Relay
being at the stadium brings out a lot of
people."

Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashlcy.hcnson@murraystate.edu.

Relay For Life participants danced to mUSic ••
last year in the Regional Special Events CenterJ
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Murray Dance Company
performs annual recital
Whitney Harrod
College Life Editor
• They may not be superstars (yet), but they probably could give participants
of ABC's hit TV show
"Dancing With the Stars"
some tough competition.
"At 7 p.m. today in Ordway's Hall lobby. the Murray Dance Company will
perform its annual dance
recital, featuring the organization's 31 members.
The hour-long act will
showcase different dance
genres ranging from ballet
to hip-hop. Tickets costs $3
for Murray State students
and $5 for non-students.
Formally known as the
Murray State Dance Company. the !-!roup was part of
the Murray State's theater
department dance program
until last spring.
Emily
Suhrheinrich.
junior from Paducah, Ky.,
said the program was cut
because the department
claimed there was not
enough money or interest
for the dance portion to
continue. The funding now
benefits the theatre department as a whole.
: "Because this year we
are not funded, the show

will be on a much smaller
scale," Suhrhcinrich said.
"We want to prove that
people arc still interested
and that there's still a
dance company. Even
without (financial) support, we're able to put this
on."
The recital will act as
one of the main fundraisers
for the organization in conjunction with participation
in rebate nights and other
fundraising ,
events.
Suhrheinrich said she
would be grateful for any
support students can offer.
The performance is taking place in the 200 person-capacity Ordway Hall.
The dance company
made its own white back·
drop and matching costumes including fishnet
tights and gloves.
Audry Hamilton, senior
from Benton, Ill., said the
theater department hopes
to bring back a dance
minor.
"It. was definitely hard
news to hear when I was
told last spring," Hamilton
said. "At the same time I
am a theater major, so I
was glad we could m:tke it
a student organization."
· The organization bas
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been practicing since last
fall on racquetball courts,
in hallways or any available space. Hamilton said
she looks forward to the
energy a live audience
offers.
Subrheinrich said the
dancer:; range in different
years of experience, but
the majority have been
dancing since elementary
school.
Most of the dancers have
hL"en good friend~ for a
while and have gone
through similar struggles
with the program's cut,
Suhrhcinrich said.
F.ach of the 31 memhNs
is participating in one ur
more of the dance routint•s,
Hamilton i~
chorco·
graphing modern and hiphop pieces,
while
Suhrhcinrich is ~horeo·
graphing a lyrical piece.
Suhrhcinrich's lyrical
dances wiU include songs
from Tori Amos, Fall Out
Boy and Rod Stewart.
"We are really proud to
present what we have
worked
hard
on,"
Suhrhcinrich said. "It's our
habr."
Whitney 1-J;Jrrod c.1n be
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Murray Dance
Company Recital
Showtime:
•7 p.m. today in Ordway Hall
Admission:
·S3 for Murray State students
with Racercard
·$5 for non-students

rc.1chcd at whitnc:y.harrod
@murr.1ystat~.cdu.
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The Division of
Student Affairs
Congratulates
·The Alpha Chi Chapter of
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority
for being selected the most
outstanding chapter in the
nation.

we . . anpiJ Chrlsuana wtlhout being members of any denomination.
We Invite you to visit and ltUdy with us. Y• too can be )Uit a Chrlstlln.

April 20.25 Rick Wadlington
Sunday Morning Bible Study - 10 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 10:50 a.m.
Sunday Evening Wonhlp - 6 p.m.
M~y- Frtday - 7 p.m. nightly

Comer of Doran Road and Holiday Drive In Murny, Ky.
Take 94 West (Main Street) to Doran Road, tum left go past
Mumy High School. Fourth Street on the left Is Holiday Drive.

94 West

Meg Biack
as the
·Outstanding
Senior
in the Area

Tiffany Fay
as the most
outstanding
Senior in the
Nation
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Murray H.

s.

~Building

West Murray
Church of Christ

Holiday Dr.

Please call 753-3800 or 489-2207 for
more information or transportation.
www.westmurraychurch.com

West .Murray

